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About This Game

Slab is an arcade game inspired by Breakout and Arkanoid in which the main task is destroy slabs and bricks. The player
controls a horizontally moving paddle to ricochet the ball against the slabs and destroy them.

At the beginning the player has 3 hearts in the top left corner, he can increase number of hearts by "Add Life" power up. When
the player misses the ball or catch "Instant Death" power up he lose one life.

In the game we have a lot of custom bricks with a several stages of breaking up for example "Rainbow Bricks", "Pink Bricks",
"Standard Bricks". And bricks which you cannot destroy without Plasma Gun "Grey Bricks".

The game has 50 different levels with high difficulty (as in good old games).

The player can use a lot of power ups to speed up the ball, pierces block or expand and shrink the paddle. In the game we have
three size of ball, dozen of types slabs, bricks.

Slab has very precision paddle! If you like classic childhood games, check it out!

There are 15 power ups in the game:

Bad Luck
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Luck

Bigger Ball

Smaller Ball

Instant Death

Shrink Paddle

Expand Paddle

Add Life

Catch Ball

Plasma Gun

Split Ball for ten

Split ball for four

Decrease speed

Increase speed

Fireball

Features

2h of gameplay

30 levels

leaderboards

15 power ups

colorful and fresh graphics

very precision paddle

a lot of achievements

Problem with the game

If you have a problem with the game, please let me know in Discussions.

Social

Developer Website
Facebook
Twitter
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Title: Slab
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
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Smash The Code
Publisher:
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\udb40\udc21. Doesn't feel like a finished game. =( To bad because I love this kind of game.. Best trading game out there.

I used to play it back in the day but I couldn't be arsed to find the CD/DVD so I just re-bought it on steam. at first glance this
brought so many memories of early championship manager, the text game and the simplicity.
I was really dissapointed to see the coins and shop icons seen on so many app games.
the game itself is pretty good, few silly errors such as limited subs in a friendly match.
I hope they keep on working on this game, it could be a rival to football manager even without 2d or 3d match. but pls remove
the coin shop, i shouldnt have to buy coins to scout a player.. To start - I think this game could be great.

I think the majority of the problems stem from the gunplay, though, and this is evident within the first 10 minutes of the game.
There are next to no options in the menu as it currently stands (rotation options, left handed mode on\/off button, height, EU or
US), the guns feel VERY mediocre to handle and a significant amount of smoothing is applied to them, the reloading is semi-
manual (grab mag, put in mag, shoot) and there are no bolts or bolt-locks, no cocking mechanic, etc. The maps feel very poorly
designed. The visual style is not cohesive and muzzle flares are mid-way between realistically sized and comically colorful
lending the game's gameplay and appearance a more arcade-y feel than the aesthetic in the trailers would suggest. UI elements
are obtrusive and block your view and player tags in-game are needlessly large. Also - an issue that seems to be being addressed
is the placement of the hands on weapons. This game has possibly the most difficult hand placement in VR gaming and that's
saying an awful lot - manipulation of the weapons is strange (possibly because of the weapon smoothing - maybe because there
is a virtual stock in play). There are no tutorials whatsoever, even text tutorials. No offline mode to speak of - not even a firing
range. There are currently no mics (also being worked on and addressed) and for a team-based multiplayer FPS to, at early
access launch, not have mics is tantamount to making an offline terrorist hunt AI mode be always-online. I really really wanted
to like your game, guys. And I assume you will fix it. But until then I have to get a refund because as it stands the game only
makes me uncomfortable during play.

These are very significant issues but, assuming your development team actually will see this game through to completion and
will work on the issues mentioned above, it could very well be a great shooter.. Easily one of the best games that I own on
Steam, for sure the best point and click adventure game that I currently have. Lovely graphics and intriguing story. The game is
broken up to 30+ levels with varying characters with each level taking around 10 minutes to complete. It's full of puzzles and
mysteries. Achievements are story related and attainable. I feel like the price is really low, as the content is fantastic. Oh and did
I mention it has a linked official walkthrough, which you can check out if you are stuck. I highly recommend it to all!. Right at
the start I have to say, that if you don't like looking in dozens of files for data (at the start) or hints for data (at the end), you're
gonna hate this game, because it's mostly that. Reading and reading, and then reading again to be sure you haven't missed
anything when you get stuck.

But if you can overcome that, Mu Complex is one of the greatest think-outside-of-the-box games I've ever seen. You can't find
everything in the game itself, you have to use internet, math or maps to succeed and you have to find out when is the time.

I've played this game back when it was free on Kongregate and even though I still feel cheated about it being taken down, I've
payed for it, replayed it and had the same amount of fun and challenge as before.

P.S. If you want to see the ultimate challenge, look what we had to go through when we were waiting for episode 2 here
[mu.database.studiocime.com].
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Wow, This is the first of many RTS games people have tried making that truly does it right. Incredibly fun with mutliplayer and
single player. A must have for the price.. I love this game! I guess at first it was odd with the different voices than in Tunguska
but still really fun to play :). Oik is just that, oik, with the addition if what was it?.... (those achievements!). this game made me
depressed 10\/10. If you like Matthew Brown's other games you will probably like this one too. This is exactly what you want
when you go looking for a boss rush game.

The pixel art style is amazing to look at and hardly ever hinders gameplay.

High difficulty, but learning the patterns of bosses really gives you the feeling of progression towards the next boss.

All in all, a fun trip for anyone looking into the boss rush style.. So much thank you for awesome continuation :). I have played
all the Rugby challenge games and was hoping they would employ similar game mechanics and fluidity like Rugby League Live
3 has, this time round.

This is not the case, If you want a fluid rugby experience, even if you are only a Union player, I advise grabbing Rugby league
Live 3 over this game. Much more fluid game with far better flexibility to run angles and calve lines :P.

Rugby Challenge 3 feels like your player is locked and cannot run the lines you want to as the support player. Rugby league live
allows you to run these support lines and crack through defenses like a knife through butter!

Grab Rugby league live over this for the best rugby experience you can get in gaming all round.

Working on development again:
Thank you everyone for your patience and I'm sorry I've left you hanging for so long. Wizard Slime is actively being worked on
again. Please check out the following discussion topic to stay up to date.

https://steamcommunity.com/app/925370/discussions/0/1741101364285649113/. Update for the holidays coming soon:
An update should be released within a few days with:

- 6 more main levels
- The third boss
- Unlockable boss remixes
- 10 casual levels
- Fixes for the boss levels achievements

Right now, the game has 12 main levels. You can unlock 1 achievement for beating each level and 1 achievement for doing it
without getting hit.. Wizard Slime will launch with achievements and more levels:
As the launch date comes closer, develop continues. More levels are ready and battle-tested. You can see a couple of new
screenshots on the store page featuring them. No promises on this, but I am now working on Steam achievements!

EDIT: Achievements are now enabled.. Killing Floor 2 Wizard Slime Development Update:
Working on Wizard Slime again has been great and I've made a lot of polishes. Check them out on my gameplay video below.

Updates

No more instant deaths! After getting hit, player becomes invincible for 1 second
Better level lighting
Ending cutscene
A lot of new sounds
Main menu revamp, includes the latest news
Bug fixes
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Minor improvemens

Roadmap

Four new levels and a final boss level
New enemy and boss
Two unlockable game modes, custom arena and family defense (enemy waves)
Interface polishing
. Update - Level select sceen, new levels, new enemy, temporary cutscene:
Level 13 and a superportal level have been released, along with a slightly better level select screen.

On level 13th, you'll have your first face-off with your most formidable enemy so far: a human. The following levels will keep
this theme.

The next update will include keybinding and resolution options. For now, you can still hit alt+enter to play in a borderless
maximized window.

This update also fixes the two boss-level broken achievements, and it kills the "Perfect level" achievements, because I don't
think they're worth the time sink players have to invest to get them.
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